Some adverbs tell us the frequency with which the action of the verb in the sentence happens. In other words, they tell us how often the subject of the sentence does something. Read each sentence. Rewrite the sentence on the line below, including the adverb found in the parentheses.

1. My niece and nephew watch cartoons while they eat breakfast. (sometimes)
   
   **My niece and nephew sometimes watch cartoons while they eat breakfast.**

2. I eat pasta and vegetables for breakfast. (never)

3. We go for a long walk in the morning before school. (usually)

4. The students in my class speak English in the classroom. (always)

5. Peter and Sally go out dancing late at night. (rarely)

6. My entire family goes to the beach during the summer. (often)

7. I remember my manners, like holding the door open for the person behind me. (always)

8. JoBeth raises her hand to answer questions in class. (frequently)

9. My cousin and I get in trouble at school. (never)

10. Jason, Bobby, and Nick play soccer on the school field. (sometimes)
Some adverbs tell us the frequency with which the action of the
verb in the sentence happens. In other words, they tell us how
often the subject of the sentence does something. Read each sentence. Rewrite the
sentence on the line below, including the adverb found in the parentheses.

1. My niece and nephew watch cartoons while they eat breakfast. (sometimes)
   My niece and nephew sometimes watch cartoons while they eat breakfast.

2. I eat pasta and vegetables for breakfast. (never)
   I never eat pasta and vegetables for breakfast.

3. We go for a long walk in the morning before school. (usually)
   We usually go for a long walk in the morning before school.

4. The students in my class speak English in the classroom. (always)
   The students in my class always speak English in the classroom.

5. Peter and Sally go out dancing late at night. (rarely)
   Peter and Sally rarely go out dancing late at night.

6. My entire family goes to the beach during the summer. (often)
   My entire family often goes to the beach during the summer.

7. I remember my manners, like holding the door open for the person behind me. (always)
   I always remember my manners, like holding the door open for the person behind me.

8. JoBeth raises her hand to answer questions in class. (frequently)
   JoBeth frequently raises her hand to answer questions in class.

9. My cousin and I get in trouble at school. (never)
   My cousin and I never get in trouble at school.

10. Jason, Bobby, and Nick play soccer on the school field. (sometimes)
    Jason, Bobby, and Nick sometimes play soccer on the school field.